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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Shell Key and Mullet Key are two sandy barrier islands on the West Central Florida coast 
near the mouth of Tampa Bay.  These islands are part of an interconnected barrier-inlet system 
that includes Pass-a-Grille (PAG) and Bunces Pass.  Shell Key is a relatively new island about 
40-years of age that formed in between the two inlets of Bunces Pass and PAG.  Mullet Key is an 
island to the south of Shell Key situated between Bunces Pass and the main Tampa Bay channel 
that has demonstrated large scale upward shoaling events.  Using numerical modeling, the wave 
and tidal conditions at the dual-inlet system were investigated in order to understand the 
hydrodynamic conditions that drive the morphology change.  Historical aerial imagery and 
historical nautical charts were analyzed to determine the large scale accretionary and erosive 
changes that happened in the study area from 1873 to 2018.  Four historical nautical charts, from 
1873, 1928, 1966, and 1996 were digitized to create bathymetry maps of the two islands, their 
adjacent inlets, and the ebb shoals.  These historical bathymetry maps were compared with the 
bathymetry survey by this study in 2016.  The research goal of this thesis is to investigate the 
mechanism of origin and development of two barrier islands along the coast of West Central 
Florida through a time series of photos combined with numerical modeling. 
 Based on aerial photos from 1984 to 2018, the overall shape and orientation of ebb shoals 
at both Bunces Pass and PAG were analyzed in order to examine the effect that the 30 year 
swash bar cycle at Bunces Pass has on a connected inlet system.  The ebb shoal orientations were 
compared to see how swash bar initiation would affect the two ebb shoals; most notably Bunces 
 x 
 
Pass ebb shoal.  A bending of the entire Bunces Pass ebb shoal was identified over the 2002-
2018 time span corresponding to the development of a large sand feature located here. 
Further numerical modeling was conducted at PAG to determine the factors controlling 
the formation of Shell Key.  Before the 1970s, the PAG inlet included two branches, the North 
PAG Channel and the South PAG Channel.  A major dredging event took place at the North 
PAG Channel in 1966 causing significant widening and deepening of the channel.  This dredging 
event was simulated to quantify the impact to the natural flow pattern.  The 1966 dredging 
project had a significant impact to the overall flow pattern, increasing the ebb jet flow velocity 
by 0.8 m/s over the dredged area and significantly decreasing flow velocity by -0.4 m/s over a 
large area where the South PAG Channel was previously located.  This artificially induced 
change of flow pattern resulted in the closure of South PAG Channel and the corresponding 
development of Shell Key.  
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CHAPTER ONE: 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Tourists come to Florida because of the weather, outdoor environment, recreational 
opportunities, and miles of sandy coastline, all of which are largely available within barrier 
island settings.  Areas of coastal shoreline are being increasingly impacted by erosion, caused by 
both natural and anthropogenic factors (Leatherman & Dean, 1991).  Around 70 percent of the 
world’s beaches are eroding including 43 percent of US beaches which are experiencing 
significant erosion according to the United States Army Corps of Engineers (Bird, 1985).  
Coupled with eroding shorelines is the fact that 40 percent of the human population lives on or 
near the coast with 10 percent of them living at elevations of 10 meters (m) or less (Mcgranahan, 
2007).  Much of the everyday erosion that happens on the coast can be attributed in some way to 
tidal currents, longshore currents, and wave energy.  Other large scale and more long-term 
factors include sea level rise, sediment supply, high energy storm events including passage of 
hurricane or cold front, and coastal engineering activities.  In Florida, 80 percent of beach 
erosion can be directly related to adjacent inlets (Dean, 1988).   
Understanding the origin and development of tidal inlets and barrier islands would 
provide valuable knowledge for beach dynamics and consequently for mitigating beach erosion.  
The research goal of this thesis is to investigate the mechanism of origin and development of two 
barrier islands along the coast of West Central Florida through a time series of photos combined 
with numerical modeling. 
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Nearshore Sediment Transport 
The development of barrier island morphology is controlled by longshore and cross-shore 
sediment transport.  Longshore transport tends to function at a longer temporal scale in terms of 
causing beach change.  The driving forces behind longshore transport are incident wave with an 
oblique angle (Wang and Kraus, 1999).  The oblique breaking wave creates a wave driven 
longshore current in the direction the wave originates.  As waves break at the shoreline, they 
entrain sand particles and can deposit sediment downdrift of the wave driven longshore current.  
Tides can also influence the longshore transport especially in the vicinity of inlets.  If the tidal 
forcing is strong enough, elongated sand bars called sand spits or recurved spits if they bend, can 
form at the ends of barrier islands. 
 Large magnitude net cross-shore sediment transport can occur during periods of 
high energy storm waves and tend to be a short-term process, as compared to longshore sand 
transport.  Features such as overwash lobes, which are large lobes of sand usually deposited 
during storm events, are formed by onshore sediment transport since the sand is being moved in 
a perpendicular direction from the shoreline.  The changes in net cross-shore transport can also 
be dependent on seasonality and storms, and can affect the beach by creating erosional or 
depositional trends during a certain period of time (Figure 1).  Typical summer swell waves tend 
to transport and deposit sand onshore, while high energy, steep storm waves tend to transport and 
deposit sand offshore (Roberts et al., 2012).   
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Figure 1: Illustration of seasonal profile changes in summer and winter (modified by Larson et 
al., 1988). 
 
During the summer, extended period of swell waves often create an active berm and 
gradual onshore sandbar movement.  The winter time typically brings high energy steep storm 
waves to the coast, resulting in a net offshore sediment transport.  The storms tend to deplete the 
dry beach while creating submerged offshore bars as well as associated troughs.  The locations of 
the bars and troughs depend on where the waves are shoaling and breaking.  Sandbars have 
significant influence on the spatial distribution of turbulent kinetic energy generated by breaking 
waves as they propagate onshore (Cheng, 2015; Cheng and Wang, 2015; Longo, 2012).  Based 
on a large-scale three-dimensional laboratory study, Cheng et.al (2016) identified the typical 
patterns of near-bottom velocity skewness associated with the onshore migration of a sandbar.  A 
recent study by Cheng and Wang (2018) on sandbar morphodynamics at a regional scale 
suggests the initial beach profile plays an important role in cross-shore sandbar movement.  The 
authors of that study found that the alongshore variations of sandbar movement during a storm 
event is strongly influenced by the variations in pre-storm sandbar crest elevations. 
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Origin and Development of Barrier Islands 
There are three main theories as to why siliciclastic barrier islands, or islands primarily 
composed of quartz sand, form in places such as the West Central Florida coast.  In 1845, Elie de 
Beaumont proposed that barrier islands form through the emergence of shallow sand or swash 
bars through the process of upward shoaling of sediment induced by wave action (Figure 2).  
G.K. Gilbert in 1885 surmised that it was longshore current that created sand spits which were 
then breached creating the barrier islands (Figure 2).  Finally, McGee’s hypothesis in 1890 was 
that barrier islands were merely the result of coastal ridges being drowned due to sea level rise 
(Figure 2).  Through observations and data collection, it appears that all three of these theories 
can result in barrier island formation.  Schwartz (1971) proposed the classification of barrier 
islands as primary barrier islands, when created due to the drowning of beach ridges, and 
secondary barrier islands, when the island is created by spits or emergent swash bars. 
 
Figure 2: Illustration of (a) Elie de Beaumont’s theory of barrier island creation through upward 
shoaling, (b) Gilbert’s theory of island formation through spit breaching, and (c) McGee’s theory 
of island formation through the drowning of beach ridges (modified by Wanless, 1974). 
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The morphology of a barrier island is complex and three-dimensional.  The inlets at the 
ends of barrier islands can have the most control over the island as a whole.  An inlet is an 
opening in an island that connects a body of water, i.e, a bay, to the ocean.  Morphologic features 
that are found at an inlet include the inlet throat, also known as the thalweg, which is the deepest 
part of the inlet, as well as marginal flood channels found adjacent and parallel to the shoreline 
along the barrier island (Figure 3).  Chanel margin linear bars are linear sand features that are 
parallel to the main channel on the ocean side.  Seaward of an inlet, an ebb tidal delta often 
develops.  The shallow portion of an ebb tidal delta is referred to as the swash platform which 
contains swash bars that organize themselves as shallow areas found on both sides of the inlet 
and are formed by waves shoaling and breaking over the delta.  The terminal lobe is the distal 
portion of the ebb shoal and is at the end of the morphologic features that can be found seaward 
of the inlet.  
 
Figure 3: Morphologic features associated with inlets (modified by Hayes, 1980). 
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On the landward side of the inlet and partially behind the barrier island is a large sand 
feature similar to the ebb shoal and is called the flood shoal (Figure 4).  This feature is created by 
the flood tidal current when water flows into the bay during rising tide.  The water flow scours 
out features such as flood channels and forms a flood delta through spillover lobes branching out 
from the various flood channels.  The other controls that shape the coast are the characteristics of 
the environment in which the coast is located.  Analyzing these morphologic features help to 
identify the types of inlets and barrier islands. 
 
Figure 4: Plan view of inlet showing the associated ebb delta and flood delta morphology 
features (modified by Davis, 1994). 
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Barrier islands can take various and different shapes depending on the environment in 
which they were created.  When examining these islands, the first thing to observe is the island’s 
overall shape.  Figure 5 shows the variability of inlet shapes based on the forces that control their 
formation.  Tidal Inlets can be classified as wave dominated, mixed energy straight, mixed 
energy offset, and tide dominated (Davis and Barnard, 2003).  In wave dominated environments, 
barrier islands tend to take a long and narrow shape and have small ebb shoals such as the barrier 
islands in the Northern Gulf of Mexico.  The island shoreline tends to be linear and straight.  
These islands obtain this shape as controlled by wave generated longshore transport as well as a 
plentiful sediment supply (Kana, 1999).  The wave-dominated inlets tend to be unstable and 
migratory and can easily be closed if not reinforced with structures.  Wave dominated barrier 
islands tend to be found with wave dominated inlets while mixed energy barrier islands can be 
associated with both tide dominated and mixed energy inlets.  
 
Figure 5: Inlet classification system based on the dominating forces that control inlet variability 
including (a) tide-dominated, (b) Mixed Energy Straight, (c) Mixed Energy Offset, and (d) 
Wave-Dominated (modified by Davis and Barnard, 2003). 
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Tide-dominated inlets are distinguishable by the large ebb shoals they create as well as 
the wide and deep inlets that are formed by the large water influx/outflux from tides.  The inlet 
channels tend to be straight and perpendicular to shore.  In areas where the tidal ranges are on a 
meso-tidal to macro-tidal scale, the amount of water that needs to go through inlets, also called 
tidal prism, can be quite large.  The higher the tidal prism, the more water that is needed to flow 
in and out of the inlet and thus the greater the cross-sectional area that is needed for the flow, and 
subsequently the more stable the inlet. 
Mixed energy straight barrier islands have a drumstick shape with no major offset 
between one side of the inlet and the other (see: Figure 5).  In other words, the islands adjacent to 
the inlet are even with each other at the shoreline with no island bulging out in front of the other.  
These islands tend to have one end wider than the other end depending on the direction of 
longshore transport.  Mixed-energy barrier islands formed this distinct “drumstick” shape due to 
the influence of both waves and tides.  Environments with a large tidal prism combined with 
abundant sediment supply have a tendency to create large ebb shoals where waves shoal and 
break over.  The waves also refract around the shoal which can cause a reversal in the longshore 
transport direction created by wave-generated current.  That longshore transport reversal creates 
a divergent zone, where sediment moves in two opposite directions creating an erosional hotspot.  
This sediment transport pattern deposits more sediment on one side of the island than the other.  
The Mixed-energy offset barrier islands have the same general characteristics as the mixed 
energy straight islands except for the relative locations of the islands on the two sides of the inlet.  
One island protrudes more seaward than the island on the opposite side of the inlet.   
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This difference in position may be due to an abundance of sediment from one direction 
creating a bulge of sediment to one side.  Another reason for this offset could be a lack of 
sediment coming in from the direction of longshore transport which can create an imbalance at 
the shoreline (Kana 1999).  The Georgia and South Carolina coasts have many examples of 
mixed energy types of barrier islands.  
 
Beach Protection and Anthropogenic Influence at the Coast 
In order to mitigate erosion, two general methods have been used.  The first engineering 
technique is to build hard structures such as breakwaters, groins, or T-Head groins, which are a 
combination of breakwater and groin.  These types of shore protection are referred to as hard 
engineering structures based on the fact that they use solid structures to help reduce wave energy 
arriving at the shoreline and therefore retaining sediment.  Breakwaters are submerged or 
emerged structures built offshore from the beach.  They work by dissipating incident wave 
energy through shoaling and breaking before the wave reaches the shoreline.  Groins are shore 
perpendicular structures that are designed to block sand from moving alongshore.  The longshore 
moving sand gets impounded on the updrift side of the groin while the downdrift side typically 
experiences beach erosion.  T-Head groins are the most aggressive shore-protection structures in 
that it combines the functions of breakwater and groin structures (Figure 6).   
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The groin works to trap sediment entrained in the longshore current while the T-Head part acts as 
a breakwater to reduce the amount of wave energy impacting the beach directly.  The waves 
break upon the breakwater portion of the T-Head groin allowing for sediment impoundment 
behind the structure.  This type of solution to beach erosion tends to be reserved for severely 
erosive beaches.  Hard structures have been used extensively in the past, but have become much 
less frequently used due to their often negative impacts to adjacent beaches.   
 
Figure 6: A series of T-Head groins at Honeymoon Island State Park, Florida. 
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The second type of shoreline protection measure is often referred to as soft engineering 
solutions, with the most commonly used method being beach nourishment or beach re-
nourishment (Figure 7, below).  This form of protection involves placing sand onto a critically 
eroded beach in order to create a wider buffer zone between the ocean and buildings or 
infrastructure.  One of the main issues involved with this type of protection is that over time the 
sand will eroded and more sand will need to be placed to restore the beach.  Periodic 
nourishments are common practices.  According to Florida’s Pinellas County Coastal 
Management, there are 56 kilometers of sandy beach and almost 35 kilometers of these beaches 
are considered critically eroded. Nearly 20 kilometers of beaches along Pinellas County have 
been renourished every 4-10 years depending on the rate of beach erosion.  If needed, emergency 
nourishment, e.g., after the impact of a significant storm, can be done.  This type of soft 
engineering allows for the beach to be more natural than having hard structures.Beach 
nourishment is often associated with channel or ebb shoal dredging because it provides sand 
sources for the beach fill.  Nourishment and dredging projects tend to happen simultaneously and 
are often the major components of an inlet management study.  These two engineering projects 
satisfy two primary needs: 1) sediment from maintenance dredging can be used as beach 
nourishment sand source and 2) the dredging allows for safer navigable channels and ebb shoals 
for both commercial and recreational boating.  An Inlet management study is often conducted 
within the scope of regional sediment management, with an overall goal of quantifying how 
much sand is being deposited at or around an inlet.  The second part of the study would be to 
identify the areas where sand can or needs to be removed and find adjacent beaches for the 
removed sand to be placed.  The study balances the sediment budget for a beach-inlet system to 
minimize potential negative impacts of the engineering activities to the entire system.  
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Figure 7: Nourishment of a beach on Northern Sand Key, Florida.  The Pre-nourishment beach 
(top) is significantly widened following the renourishment (bottom). 
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CHAPTER TWO: 
STUDY AREA 
 
General Geologic Setting 
The West Central Florida coast is a siliciclastic dominated coast built upon a 900 km long 
and 1,000 km wide carbonate platform that extends as deep as 12 km (Sheridan et al., 1988). 
This enormous platform is representative of a large shallow marine environment evidenced by 
the extensive distribution of limestone (Sheridan et al., 1988). The Jurassic aged carbonate 
platform was large and extended from the West Florida Shelf in the Gulf of Mexico to the Grand 
Bahamas Banks. At one time, this carbonate environment was a continuous 6000 km 
uninterrupted carbonate platform and was one of the largest carbonate platform environments in 
the Earth’s history (Poag, 1991).  
During the mid-Cretaceous, the western part of the platform in what is now the Gulf of 
Mexico was inundated as a result of sea level rise and subsidence creating a large shallow shelf 
known as the West Florida Shelf (Hine, 1997). The drowning of this part of the platform also 
created a large feature at the paleoshoreline known as the West Florida Escarpment, where the 
water depth increases by 1800 m rapidly into the deep waters of the Gulf. During this time, the 
main carbonate platform of Florida was not connected to the continent of North America but was 
separated by a body of water known as the Suwanee Strait which connected the Atlantic Ocean 
to the northern Gulf of Mexico (McKinney, 1984). By the late Oligocene, infilling of this strait 
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by terrigenous sediment from rivers started to occur during low stands (Hine et al., 2003). The 
sediment was coming from the Appalachian Mountains and were rich in quartz material.  This 
infilling continued until the strait had been completely filled during the Miocene and the 
siliciclastic sediment began accumulating onto Florida’s carbonate platform (Hine, 2013).  
The Pleistocene was a chaotic time for sea level fluctuations and as a result, sediment that 
had been accumulating was mobilized by longshore transport and deposited south (Davis, 1994). 
Sediment supply during the Wisconsinan glaciation had, for the most part,  been cut off during 
this time allowing for no new sediment to be deposited on peninsular Florida leaving it sediment 
starved at present (Davis, 1994). The sediment for the barrier islands today is a result of 
reworking and entrainment of sediment found at the coast or on the expansive West Central 
Florida Shelf.  
 
Shell Key and Mullet Key 
The location of the two barrier islands that are the focus of this study are situated just to 
the north of the Tampa Bay main entrance and are called Shell Key and Mullet Key (Figure 8).  
They are separated by a secondary inlet, Bunces Pass.  Shell Key is a siliciclastic barrier island 
located on the West Central Florida Gulf coast.  Shell Key demonstrates a distinct U-shape that 
is not commonly found among barrier islands on the Gulf coast with most barrier islands having 
a more linear shape.  The three sides of the island that make its shape include two channel facing 
beaches to the north and south, and a Gulf facing beach in the middle.  Shell Key is south of an 
island called Long key and north of Mullet Key.   
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In between Long Key and Shell Key is a 700 m wide mixed-energy inlet called Pass-a-
Grille (PAG), which is a federally managed channel and has been used as a borrow site for beach 
nourishment projects due to its sizeable ebb shoal.  Bunces Pass, which is also a mix-energy inlet 
with a large ebb shoal, separates Shell Key to the south from another unusual hook-shaped island 
called Mullet Key. 
 
Figure 8: Map of the study area. 
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Shell Key is an 1800 acre pristine wildlife preserve with no manmade structures and is a 
nesting location for protected shore birds and sea turtles (Figure 9).  The dry breach across the 
middle and southern portions of the island is narrow and densely vegetated with only about five 
meters of sandy beach in some places.  The northern channel facing side of the island is highly 
accretionary with a large area of vegetated sandy beach and dune.  The island has many beach 
ridges at both the northern and the southern ends.  The beach ridges in the north are growing 
landward based on the orientation and sequence of the ridges.  The ridges to the south seem to 
grow from a north to south direction into Bunces Pass.  The northwest corner of the island 
contains one large catseye pond, which is an elongate shore parallel lake that can also take on a 
crescent shape.  There is also a smaller catseye pond in the same vicinity as the larger pond.  The 
island is one of the only undeveloped islands remaining on the Gulf coast and is sandwiched 
between barrier islands with dense development, with the town of Pass-a-Grille to the north and 
the development of Tierra Verde located to the east.  
There are no shore or beach protection structures on Shell Key itself but it is surrounded 
by dense developments that have seawalls as well as a jetty along the south side of PAG Inlet.  
The island has never been the subject of a beach nourishment project and no sand has been 
artificially placed on the island before.  The northern portion is closed to the public while the 
southern portion of Shell Key is used for camping and recreation.  The middle beach portion of 
the island is also closed to the public and is used for wildlife nesting and habitat protection.  
There are roughly 5,000 guests who camp on the island per year while tens of thousands of 
people visit the island by boat annually.  There are no roads that lead to the island.  It is 
accessible only by boat, or by a number of recreational ferries that can bring people to and from 
the island for a day.   
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Figure 9: A map of Shell Key showing a distinct U-Shape. 
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There is a land bridge to the north, where the island recently attached to the community 
of Tierra Verde.  But to access the island from this point is restricted by a piece of private 
property.  The back bay of the island extends from behind Shell Key to the community of Tierra 
Verde, with several large mangrove islands as a part of a Florida State wildlife preserve.  The 
mangrove islands include Panama Key, Gods’s Island, Sawyer Key, Summer Resort Key, Sister 
Key, two larger unnamed mangrove islands, and five smaller islands (Figure 10).  Between Shell 
Key and Tierra Verde is a shallow water body with an extensive seagrass bed, with a relatively 
wide and deep channel that cuts across part of the northern back bay.  
 
Figure 10: Shell Key Preserve including the back bay mangrove islands. 
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Mullet Key is another mostly undeveloped barrier island that has relatively little human 
alterations when compared to the highly developed islands on the West Central Florida coast.  
Mullet Key is a siliciclastic hook-shaped barrier island situated just to the north of the mouth of 
Tampa Bay with one side facing the Gulf and another side facing the Tampa Bay main channel 
(Figure 11).  North of Mullet Key is a large tidal inlet called Bunces Pass, which is a fairly stable 
inlet with a large and shallow ebb shoal that controls much of the morphodynamics of Mullet 
Key (Sandoval, 2015).  Across from Bunces Pass to the north is the island of Shell Key which is 
the U-shaped island previously discussed.  The mouth of Tampa Bay is to the south of Mullet 
Key and separates Mullet Key from another island called Egmont Key.  Between Egmont Key 
and Mullet Key is the main entrance into Tampa Bay known as the Egmont Channel. Mullet Key 
is better known as Fort De Soto County Park; a popular 1136 acre park in Pinellas County, 
Florida.  The island is moderately developed as a recreational park as compared to other densely 
developed barrier islands, containing a few structures including a boat ramp and picnic pavilions 
along with shops, parking lots, restrooms, and a campsite.  The park is a popular destination 
hosting roughly three million visitors annually, who come to enjoy the beach and wildlife that 
the park offers.  The park is also made up of a collection of mangrove islands including 
Madelaine Key, St. Christopher Key, St. Jean Key, and Bonne Fortune Key; a mangrove island 
used as the foundation for the only road in and out of the park.  The island has a relatively long 
human history including occupation by Native Americans between 1000 A.D. and 1500 A.D.   
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Figure 11: Map showing Mullet Key and its proximity to the mouth of Tampa Bay. 
 
The island remained undeveloped because it was considered a strategic location for the defense 
of Tampa Bay.  The actual fort on Mullet Key named Fort Desoto was built during the Spanish 
American War.  A fortified bunker was constructed for defense to protect Tampa Bay from 
invasion.  In the 1940s, the island was sold by the government to Pinellas County, who 
subsequently turned it into a county park in the 1960s.  
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Morphodynamics of the Tidal Inlets Adjacent to Shell Key and Mullet Key 
The wind conditions play a key role in coastal morphodynamics in the greater study area 
since the wind speed, duration, and fetch determine the wave conditions at the coast.  To 
document wind conditions at the studied coast, the NOAA Clearwater Station 8726724 was used 
in order to obtain statistical wind conditions.  Although this gauge is located about 35 km north 
of the study area, it was used here because it is located on a pier facing the open Gulf and is 
therefore more representative of the open coast conditions than the closer gauges within Tampa 
Bay.  The wind rose diagram (Figure 12) shows the statistical summary on the directions that the 
winds are coming from and the corresponding wind speed.  Overall the pre-dominant wind 
comes from the east, while the strongest winds tend to come from the west.  Since the study area 
faces the west, the offshore directed easterly wind, although predominant, does not allow enough 
fetch to develop high waves.  Therefore, the wind directions that have the most impact to the 
coast are from the northwest, west, and southwest. 
 
Figure 12: Wind rose diagram showing the direction and strength of winds that the study area 
experiences. This data represents a year of wind data and comes from the NOAA Clearwater 
Gauge Station 8726724. 
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The average wave height for the greater study area ranges from 0.25 m to 0.3 m (Wang 
and Beck, 2012).  The tides in this area demonstrate a mixed microtidal regime with a diurnal 
spring tide with a range of 0.8-1.2 m, and a semidiurnal neap tide with a range of 0.4 to 0.5 m.  
The sediment along the West Central Florida coast tends to be bimodal in grain-size distribution 
with a dominant siliciclastic portion and smaller amounts of carbonate material.  The mean grain 
size of sediment in the study area typically varies from 0.15 mm to over 1.00 mm depending on 
specific location.  The carbonate fraction in the sediment comes in the form of shell debris of 
various sizes.  The largest grain sizes are typically found in the lag deposits in the deeper portion 
of the channel thalweg.   
The barrier-island chain in West Central Florida includes 30 barrier islands and 
associated inlets that stretch roughly 300 km and transitions to open coast salt marsh system to 
the north at the Big Bend of Florida and to the south to mangrove islands of the Florida Bay.  
This coast contains all types of barrier islands and tidal inlets.  This system along with the 
various tidal prisms and human influences creates a barrier island and inlet environment that can 
be changed by a shift in relative dominance of waves or tides.  This particular area of Florida is 
dominated by both waves and tides, making it a mix energy environment (Figure 13). 
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Figure 13: Diagram showing the relationship between mean wave height and mean tidal range 
and the type of inlets that can be found. The red circle represents the conditions found on the 
West Central Florida Coast (modified by Davis and Barnard, 2003). 
 
Specifically for this study area, although Bunces Pass is a relatively stable inlet, the ebb 
delta created by the inlet is one of the main driving factors behind the large beach and shoreline 
change to Mullet Key.  Sandoval (2015) identified a cycle in which swash bars form on the 
southern portion of Bunces Pass ebb shoal based on time series aerial photography from 1942 to 
present.  The swash bars then become emergent and migrate toward Mullet Key before they 
attach to the island and subsequently spread along the length of the Gulf facing shoreline.  
Sandoval (2015) summarized five stages in which these emergent swash bars form, migrate, 
attach, and adjust.  The first phase involves the formation of a linear shore parallel sand body 
offshore of the main island of Mullet Key. During this phase, the emerging swash bar takes three 
to five years to develop.  The second phase includes further expansion of the emergent sand bar 
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merging with the southern channel margin linear bar along Bunces Pass, where it adopts a 
crescent shape and continues to grow and expand. This phase takes five to seven years.  The 
third phase, which also takes five to seven years, includes the migration of the emergent sand bar 
toward Mullet Key.  The fourth phase includes the attachment of the sand body to Mullet Key 
which in turn leads to the development of morphology features indicative of an accretionary 
beach, such as the formation of beach and dune ridges as well as catseye ponds.  The attachment 
of the swash bar takes three to six years.  The post attachment of the emergent bar is the fifth 
phase and shows the alongshore spreading of the sediment from the attached bar along Mullet 
Key.  
 
Figure 14: The different phases of emergent swash bar attachment as described by Sandoval, 
2015. (modified by Sandoval, 2015). 
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CHAPTER THREE: 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Various methods were used in this study, including field data collection and numerical 
modeling.  Topographic and bathymetric surveys were conducted, along with measurements of 
wave and tide conditions.  Sediment samples were collected and analyzed.  All the field data 
were used to characterize the study area and in the numerical modeling. 
Topography Survey 
Beach erosion and accretion were quantified by time series beach-profile surveys using 
the traditional level-and-transit procedure.  Florida Department of Natural Resource benchmarks 
and temporary benchmarks established by this study using a Trimble R4 RTK-GPS system were 
used for the beach profile survey.  The surveys were conducted bi-monthly using a TOPCON 
GTS-249NW series total survey station with internal data storage and a four meter range rod 
with a prism (Cheng et al., 2016).  PAG, Shell Key, and Mullet Key beaches were surveyed in 
order to obtain topographic data as well as change over time.  These surveys start in the dune 
area where the benchmarks are located and end offshore past the first bar until the nearshore 
depth of closure is reached (3-4 m). 
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Bathymetry data were obtained using a Teledyne Odom Hydrographic Single-Beam echo 
sounder and an RTK-GPS for location and tide correction.  The bathymetric survey began July 
2016 and ended October 2016 and included transect lines in the southern Boca Ciega Bay and 
around Tierra Verde, as well as the ebb deltas.  Procedures for the main channels of the inlets 
were to use a Teledyne Multibeam echo sounder in order to obtain a more detailed bathymetry 
including large scale bedforms.  
 
Sediment Sampling and Analysis 
 One hundred and sixty-three sediment samples were collected and analyzed in the study 
area (Figure 15).  A grab sampler was used to obtain sediment from the channels, ebb shoals, and 
back bay while 10 cm-long core samples was collected to represent surface sediment from the 
swash zone, back beach, and dune areas.  The sediment was brought back to the lab for sediment 
grain-size and carbonate content analysis.  A wet sieving process was used to separate the grains 
larger than 0.0625 mm from the grains smaller than 0.0625.  The coarser fraction was analyzed 
using standard sieves from 8 mm to 0.0625 mm sizes.  The sediment turned out to be 
characteristic of the West Central Florida with a mean grain size of 0.17 mm while the deeper 
parts of the channel had a mean grain size of 5 mm.  None of the samples had more than 2 
percent of mud. 
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Figure 15: Sediment sample locations and mean grain sizes from Bunces Pass and PAG Inlets. 
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Hydrodynamic Measurement 
 To accurately model the hydrodynamics conditions, it is necessary to collect adequate 
field data to calibrate and verify the numerical model.  Four In-Situ Inc. brand water-level 
sensors were deployed around the study area to gather information on tides.  Only one was able 
to be recovered, but the one that was recovered was at the northern boundary of the study area 
providing important tide information.  Figure 16, shown below, illustrates the locations of the 
water-level measurement.  The red markers indicate the lost sensors.  Also deployed during this 
time were two Sontek Triton Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters in the offshore area measuring 
wave and tide conditions (Figure 16).  The information from these sensors was used along with 
the data provided by the NOAA St. Petersburg and Port Manatee tide gauges located inside 
Tampa Bay.  
 Two upward looking Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCP) was deployed in the 
channel thalwegs of both Bunces Pass and PAG to collect water level data at the inlets, as well as 
the current profile through the inlets.  The ADCP data showed that the current profile of these 
inlets is mostly homogenous.  The homogenous velocity current profile confirms the 
applicability of a depth averaged numerical model to simulate the current field.  Since they were 
placed at roughly the deepest parts of the inlets, they were able to capture the fastest flow 
through the inlets.  No major storm events affected the area during the time they were deployed, 
so the ADCPs were able to provide tides and tidal currents during normal conditions. 
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Figure 16: Locations of deployed equipment and NOAA Tide Gauges. 
 
Organizing Historical Bathymetry and Historical Aerial Photo Data 
 Historical bathymetry was digitized and visualized by the Surface Water Modeling 
System (SMS) v11.2 to create a digital representation of historical nautical charts.  Nautical 
charts, such as the one exemplified in Figure 17, from 1873, 1928, 1966, and 1996 were digitized 
in order to capture the changes over time and to quantify the size and volume of specific 
morphological features.  The historical nautical chart digitizing was done in order to quantify the 
morphologic features at the inlets over time and to compare the inlet bathymetry from a 
historical context using SMS. 
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Figure 17: Example of a historical nautical chart that was digitized to create a 3-D map. 
 
The 1873 nautical chart was used as a baseline because it is the earliest accurate 
bathymetry maps created by the United States Coastal and Geodetic Survey.  To digitize the 
bathymetry, the charts were georectified which is a process of giving normal images spatial data 
by using selected rectification points that could be found on the old and most recent maps using 
ArcGIS 10.3.  There can be some accuracy uncertainties in the earlier charts, such as the 1873 
map, as well as rectification issues since there may not be features that are similar in the maps 
and the accurately projected recent base map.  Mangrove islands were used as feature points on 
maps in order to get a proper rectification since mangrove island growth tends to be slow.  For 
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more recent maps, such as the charts from 1966 and 1996, features like roads and bridges were 
used as points because these are fixed features.  The rectified images were then imported into the 
SMS to create the digital map.  Since the map is rectified, depths shown on the nautical chart 
were digitized.  
The same ArcGIS 10.4 software was used to rectify aerial images of Bunces Pass and 
Pass-a-Grille (PAG) as well as Shell Key and Long Key.  These images were then used to 
observe the morphological changes of the island spanning from 1873 to 2018 for Bunces Pass 
and Mullet Key and 1873 to 2002 for PAG and Shell Key.  
 
Numerical Modelling 
The most up-to-date version of the CMS model (http://cirpwiki.info/wiki/CMS) was used 
in this study.  The Coastal Modeling System (CMS), developed by the Coastal Inlets Research 
Program (CIRP) at the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), is an integrated suite 
of numerical models for simulating flow, waves, sediment transport, and morphology change in 
coastal areas (Buttolph et al., 2006; Reed et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2011; Larson et 
al., 2011; Sanchez and Wu, 2011; Sanchez et al., 2014, Wang et al., 2015).  CMS has been 
broadly used by the USACE and researchers worldwide in quantifying tidal inlet processes (e.g. 
Beck et al., 2008; Beck and Legault, 2012; Demirbilek et al., 2015a, 2015b; Li et al., 2013).  
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The four main parts of CMS, including flow, wave, sediment transport, and morphology 
change, are illustrated in Figure 18.  The four parts are coupled to ensure that the interactions 
among wave, current, sediment transport, and morphology change are properly incorporated.  In 
terms of computation modules, CMS is composed of two main components, CMS-Flow and 
CMS-Wave.  CMS-Flow is a coupled hydrodynamic and sediment transport model designed to 
compute depth-averaged circulation and sediment transport due to tides, wind and waves.  
Sediment transport and morphology changes are computed in CMS-Flow.  All equations are 
solved using the Finite Volume Method on a non-uniform Cartesian grid. 
 
Figure 18: The four major coupled components of CMS from the Wiki page of CMS. Main use 
will be to look at flow and waves shown in red box. 
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The CMS-Wave is a spectral wave transformation model and solves the steady-state wave-
action balance equation on a non-uniform Cartesian grid.  CMS-Wave considers wind wave 
generation and growth, diffraction, reflection, dissipation due to bottom friction, whitecapping 
and breaking, wave-wave and wave-current interactions, wave runup, wave setup, and wave 
transmission through structures.  Relevant information is passed between CMS-Flow and CMS-
Wave.  A major recent improvement of the CMS is the inline steering of CMS-FLOW and CMS-
WAVE.  Figure 19, shown below, illustrates the steering between the two modules.  This 
steering mechanism allows the wave forcing to be efficiently included in the computation of 
sediment transport and morphology change. 
 
Figure 19: Steering between CMS-Flow and CMS-Wave.  From the Wiki page of CMS. 
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The CMS model construction, execution, and output analyses are facilitated by the 
graphic interface, SMS (Surface Water Modeling System) 
(http://cirp.usace.army.mil/products/sms.php).  SMS allows convenient construction of a 
telescoping grid which provides high grid resolution at crucial locations such as the inlet channel 
and ebb shoals.  SMS is tool capable of being used to generate high quality illustrations of the 
modeling results such as vector plots of current field, wave field, and sediment transport field.  
SMS is used to sum the quantities of selected cells, which allows the calculation of volume gains 
or losses, e.g., during a specified time period.  SMS is used to produce time clip movies to 
illustrate, e.g., flow field variations with tidal fluctuations and different wave conditions.  As 
described earlier, SMS was also used to digitize historical charts. 
The aforementioned bathymetry data were used to construct the modeling grid.  The 
model was calibrated by comparing the measured and modeled current velocity in the main 
channels of PAG and Bunces Pass.  The model used a telescoping grid where the grid size for 
waves and flow in the study area would be smaller in the channels and nearshore and become 
increasingly larger in the offshore and back bay (Figure 20).  The nearshore and inlet areas have 
the smallest grid size with 10 x 10 m spacing. The grid size then increases to 20 x 20 m over the 
Intracoastal Waterways and ebb shoal areas.  The back bay areas and offshore areas do not 
experience as much change compared to the nearshore and channels so they have a refined large 
grid size of 160 x160 m.  
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Figure 20: Model domain showing (A) the extent of the study area, (B) the telescoping grid as 
the offshore and nearshore cells converge, and (C) the 10x10 grid size in the inlets and nearshore 
as the different grid sizes converge. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 
RESULTS 
 
Hydrodynamic Characteristics Simulated by the CMS Model 
Tidal flow patterns play a significant role in the morphodynamics of tidal inlets.  In this 
thesis section, representative tidal flow patterns as simulated by the numerical model are 
discussed.  Figure 21 shows the ebb jets at the two inlets during a peak ebbing spring tide.  The 
modeled flow velocity and pattern are consistent with the field measurements.  PAG Inlet is 
wider and has a larger flow field compared to Bunces Pass.  Bunces Pass is constrained by Shell 
Key and a landward migrating emergent swash bar.  The emerging bar causes a split of the flow 
at Bunces Pass sending the water in two directions as it exist the inlet.  The ebb jets from the two 
inlets converge toward the middle of Shell Key at roughly 1.5 km offshore.  The flows through 
the inlets seem to follow the general channel and ebb shoal morphologies.  The flow velocity is 
generally weak far into the back bay but becomes stronger in the vicinity of channels, both 
natural and dredged.  The flow around the bridges and causeways are constrained, resulting in 
faster velocity.  
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Figure 21:The peak ebb flow through Bunces Pass and PAG. 
 
 The spatial pattern of flood tidal current is quite different from that of ebb current.  The 
peak flood currents at the two inlets are shown in Figure 22.  The flood flow converges into the 
inlets does not illustrate a jet feature like the exiting ebb flow.  This converging flow often 
follows the marginal flood channels at the periphery of the inlets.  The flow during flood stages 
follows the beaches adjacent to the inlet and is one of the major factors inducing sediment 
transport and subsequent beach changes.  As the waves break at the shoreline during flood flow, 
the entrained sediment is transported along the beach and eventually settles as the flow weakens 
inside the inlet.  This wave breaking and flood tide flow are the main mechanisms that form the 
spits at the ends of barrier islands.  As the flood tide enters the inlet, the water follows the natural 
and manmade channels in the back bay.  The water velocity over the shallow flood shoal areas 
and in the back bay is low with exception to the areas around the bridges and causeways which 
constrict the flow and force it to flow faster through the opening.  
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Figure 22: The peak flood flow through Bunces Pass and PAG. 
 
Wave Conditions in the Study Area 
Wave conditions largely shape the barrier islands.  In this section, representative wave 
conditions are discussed based on the modeling results.  Energetic waves approaching from three 
generalized directions are analyzed.  The Northwest (NW) incident energetic waves are typically 
associated with the passing cold fronts coming from the north, and therefore represent waves 
induced by winter storms.  An energetic NW incident wave with a wave height of 1.2 m and 
peak wave period of 6.5 seconds was simulated.  Figure 23 and Figure 24, shown below, show 
the modeled wave field at high tide and low tide.  As the wave propagates onshore, the waves 
shoal and refract over the two inlets ebb shoals.  The wave conditions are influenced by the 
different tidal stages which control the water depth.  Shoaling and refraction of the waves at low 
tide are more significant as compared to high tide.  During high tide, the area where PAG ebb 
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shoal attaches to Shell Key experiences higher waves as compared to the rest of the shoreline.  
During low tide, the distal portion of the PAG ebb shoal induces more wave shoaling and results 
in higher waves (Figure 24).  As the waves break over the southern portion of Bunces Pass 
around the exposed emergent bar, a shadow zone of lower waves is created.   
 
Figure 23: Modeled northwest incident waves at high tide. 
 
Figure 24: Modeled northwest incident waves at low tide. 
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Incident waves that propagate from the west (W) direction are symptomatic of the 
dominant wave conditions in the study area.  The wave condition used for this case was the same 
as the NW incident waves (1.2 m height, 6.5 s- period) that are considered high energy for the 
West Central Florida coast.  The wave sheltering by the large ebb shoals is weaker for the shore-
perpendicular W incident wave, as compared to the oblique incident NW and SW waves.  The 
lack of wave sheltering results in higher waves along the shoreline at high tide particularly at the 
PAG ebb shoal attachment point (Figure 25).  During low tide, more wave-energy dissipation 
occurs over the shallower water, resulting in lower wave along the shoreline as compared to high 
tide (Figure 26).  During both tidal stages significant wave refraction and diffraction occur 
around the emergent swash bar as well as along the swash platform the emergent bar is located 
on.  
 
Figure 25: Incident waves from the west during high tide. 
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Figure 26: Incident waves from the west during low tide. 
. 
The energetic southwest (SW) incident wave represents summer storms.  For the SW 
incident wave, much of the study area is located in the wave shadow zone of the greater Tampa 
Bay ebb shoal, as well as the large Bunces Pass ebb shoal.  These shadowing effects result in the 
least amount of wave energy along the shoreline among the three incident wave directions.  At 
high tide, the area affected by higher wave is along the attachment point of the PAG ebb shoal to 
Shell Key (Figure 27), similar to the other incident wave conditions.  At low tide, significant 
wave-energy dissipation occurs over the large area of shallow water, resulting in lower wave 
along most of the shoreline seen in Figure 28. 
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Figure 27: Southwestern incident waves at high tide. 
 
Figure 28: Southwest incident waves at low tide. 
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Morphologic Evolution at Mullet Key and Shell Key Depicted From Time Series Aerial 
Photos 
The Bunces Pass and PAG duel inlet system and the associated Mullet Key and Shell 
Key is a highly complex coastal system that has undergone significant morphology change that 
can be identified by 145 years of nautical maps and aerial photos.  In this section, the 
morphologic evolution of Mullet Key and Shell Key is discussed based on historical aerial 
photos. 
Mullet Key and Bunces Pass 
The earliest reliable chart that can be used as a baseline map is an 1873 nautical chart of 
the mouth of Tampa Bay (Figure 29).  The L-shape of Mullet Key, as well as the orientation of 
Bunces Pass, has not changed significantly when comparing the 1873 and 2018 maps.  This leads 
to the understanding that Mullet Key and Bunces Pass have maintained their general shape for at 
least 145 years (Figure 30).  
 
Figure 29: Aerial photo of Bunces Pass and Mullet Key (left) and a historical chart depicting 
Mullet Key in 1873 (right). 
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Figure 30: 1873 nautical chart of Mullet Key and Bunces Pass. 
 
The oldest aerial photo of Mullet Key and Bunces pass is from 1942 (Figure 31).  
Comparing the aerial photograph to the 1873 navigation chart, Bunces Pass occupies its present 
location as well as orientation.  Formation of swash bars at the southern side of Bunces Pass can 
be identified on the 1942 aerial photo.  At this time, there seems to be no anthropogenic 
structures in and around the inlet and the island. In the 1945 aerial photo, the swash bars 
identified in the earlier photo have become much larger and shallower (Figure 31). 
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Figure 31: Aerial photos of Mullet Key and Bunces Pass from 1942 (top) and 1945 (bottom). 
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The swash bars observed in the previous aerial photos become much more prominent in 
1951 (Figure 32).  In addition, apparent swash-bar growth along the southern channel margin 
linear bar also occurred.  Despite the substantial shoaling over the ebb shoal, Bunces Pass 
channel does not seem to be affected as evidenced by similar channel orientation.  This suggests 
that tidal forcing dominated through the main channel and has not been changed by the emergent 
swash bar.  
In 1957, the southern end of the swash bar complex has become attached to Mullet Key 
creating a small embayment that was still open at the northern end (Figure 33).  This type of 
embayment is referred to as a catseye pond for its shape.  The attachment resulted in significant 
shoreline gain at the northern end of Mullet Key. 
 
Figure 32: Aerial photo of Mullet Key and Bunces Pass in 1951. 
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Figure 33: Aerial photo of Mullet Key and Bunces Pass in 1957. 
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In 1962, significant human development took place on Mullet Key including the 
construction of a road along the entire island, as well as a large parking lot at the northern end 
(Figure 34).  The catseye pond has decreased in size due to either natural overwash or human 
infilling or both.  By this time, much of the construction of the finger islands and causeways 
around the area have been completed which, in theory, influence the flow regime.  The beach to 
the south of the attachment point had accreted during this time suggesting a north to south 
longshore sand transport.  Bunces Pass channel configuration again has not shown any 
significant change during this time.  
 
Figure: 34 Aerial photos of Mullet Key and Bunces Pass in 1962. 
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Figure 35 shows the 1970 aerial photo.  The vegetation had become well established on 
the attached sand body.  The shoreline, however, has undergone considerable erosion as can be 
identified from the aerial photo.  The main benefactor of this erosion is the beach to the south of 
the attachment point as it shows apparent accretion due to the longshore sand transport from the 
welded swash bar.  
 
Figure 35: Aerial photo of Mullet Key and Bunces Pass in 1970. 
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The 1973 aerial photo (Figure 36) shows a significantly different Mullet Key as 
compared to the 1970 photo (see: Figure 35).  A large shoal was developed parallel to northern 
Mullet Key with a northwestern southeastern orientation.  The 625 m long and 125 m wide sand 
bar was roughly 400 m from the shoreline.  The shoal was considerably farther offshore when 
compared to the  swash bar that developed 30 years earlier in 1945 (see: Figure 31).  Farther 
south on Mullet Key, a federal Beach Erosion Control Project placed 535,000 cubic meters of 
sand along 1.8 km of Gulf facing beach.  
 
Figure 36: Aerial photo of Mullet Key and Bunces Pass in 1973. 
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Three years later by 1976, the swash bar had grown substantially, nearly doubled in 
length to 1,250 m and 200 m in width in Figure 37.  Landward migration of the swash bar also 
occurred reaching roughly 200 m from Mullet Keys shoreline.  This migration represents a 40 – 
50 m/yr of landward movement.  The southern channel margin linear bar has also expanded and 
has become emerged while the very northern tip of Mullet Key appears to have eroded some.  
The beach behind the swash bar has accreted possibly due to protection from wave activity.  The 
downdrift beaches continued to benefit from the southward longshore transport. 
 
Figure 37: Aerial photo of Mullet Key and Bunces Pass in 1976. 
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By 1980, the swash bar has grown significantly and become a prominent continuous 
feature of a crescent shaped island (Figure 38).  The bar has grown to 1,350 m long but has 
decreased in width to 90 m at the north end and 135 m at the south end.  This sand body, as 
compared to the previous case in 1945 (see: Figure 31), is located farther south.  The emerging 
island has become vegetated along the landward edge. 
 
Figure 38: Aerial of Mullet Key and Bunces Pass in 1980. 
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 By 1984, the emergent swash-bar island had become considerably longer and wider at its 
northern and southern ends (Figure 39).  The southern tip extended as far as the southern end of 
the parking lot.  The middle of the island appears to have relatively low elevation and was 
vulnerable to overwash.  The vegetation continued to grow at the two wide ends of the swash-bar 
island.  The beach behind the swash-bar island as well as the downdrift beach to the south was 
accreting as evidenced by beach ridges and dunes particularly at the area near the southern end of 
the swash bar.  
By 1986, a breach in the middle of the attached swash bar cut the island in two and the 
southern half had attached to Mullet Key seen in Figure 39.  The attachment point of this cycle, 
as compared to the last attachment point in 1957 (see: Figure 33), was further south because of a 
much bigger emergent swash bar complex.  The beach at the attachment point gained 
substantially, creating a 370 m dry beach stretching from Anderson Blvd to the high tide line.  A 
large catseye pond was created from the attachment that was still tidally influenced by the breach 
in the middle of the swash-bar island and at the north end where the island had not attached.  The 
overwash and breaching that occurred could be caused by the passage of Hurricane Elena (1985) 
which passed near the study area and created a storm surge of 0.91 m to 1.83 m according to the 
National Hurricane Center.  The channel margin linear bar along the south side of Bunces Pass 
had been active and added more sand to the northern tip.  
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Figure 39: Aerial photos of Mullet Key and Bunces Pass in 1984 (left) and 1986 (right). 
 
By 1991, Figure 40 shows that the swash bar had undergone adjustment after attaching to 
Mullet Key in 1986.  The dynamic swash bars at the northern tip of the island had managed to 
create wider dry beach there.  The inlet in the middle of the swash-bar island had become much 
wider than before showing more tidal influence possibly due to shoaling at the northern opening.  
The swash bar had also become narrower as sediment reworking continued.  The two separated 
islands were being vegetated especially along their landward sides.  The beach behind the swash 
bar at the northern tip of the parking lot had retreated possibly due to sediment entrainment 
during flood tides.  
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Figure 40: Aerial photo of Mullet Key and Bunces Pass in 1991. 
 
In the 1993 aerial photo, the post-attachment adjustment as described above continued 
(Figure 41).  The shallow inlet in the middle of the swash bar had closed and a new inlet had 
formed farther north separating the northern tip from the rest of the sand body by 125 m.  The 
sand continues to migrate landward and beach/dune ridges are forming south of the attachment 
point.  The catseye pond created by the attachment had not experienced any substantial changes 
or infilling.  By 1995, no major changes occurred other than the widening of the inlet by roughly 
100 m (Figure 41).  Dune ridges and dry beach continued to develop at the attachment point and 
further south showing the north to south sediment transport regime was still occurring.  
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Figure 41: Aerial photo of Mullet Key and Bunces Pass in 1993 (left) and 1995 (right). 
 
By 1997, the southward longshore sediment transport appeared to have increased with a 
wide beach forming to the south and the narrowing of the attached swash bar to the north (Figure 
42).  This may be influenced by the closing of the inlet at the northern tip.  The opening at the 
northern end behind the swash bar was the only source for tidal exchange between the catseye 
pond and the Gulf.  The now continuous 2,250 m long swash bar still appeared to be moving 
landward.  There are seagrass beds growing in the catseye pond indicating low energy and low 
flow conditions.  The attachment and landward rollover of the sand bar continued until 1998 
(Figure 42).  With the continued longshore sand spreading, the attached swash bar is thinning, 
resulting in another breach of island.  The northern end of the swash bar was close to attaching to 
Mullet Key.  The catseye pond was also filling in as overwash and beach accretion continued at 
the attachment point.  
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Figure 42: Aerial photo of Mullet Key and Bunces Pass in 1997 (left) and 1998 (right). 
 
By 2002, the breach that formed in 1998 had migrated to the south and was oriented 
almost due south (Figure 43).  The beach/dune ridges continued to grow at and to the south of 
the attachment zone, coupled with erosion in the middle of the attached bar.  The persistent 
erosion in the middle portion of the attached swash bar, suggest the continued southward net 
longshore transport.  Significant vegetation growth on the new beach/dune ridges at the southern 
attachment shows a new large and accretionary back beach and dune environment.  By 2004, the 
swash bar was still experiencing erosion at its northern part with the dry portion of the beach 
moving landward and filling in the catseye pond (Figure 43).  
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Figure 43: Aerial photo of Mullet Key and Bunces Pass in 2002 (left) and 2004 (right). 
 
A year later in 2005, there appears to be accretion near the northern attachment point due 
to smaller swash bars from Bunces Pass ebb shoal welding onto the beach (Figure 44).  South of 
the attachment point, the emergent swash bar was filling in part of the catseye pond and became 
wider.  The beach south of the breach also was getting wider and became densely vegetated.   
The 2005 hurricane season was very active with the distal passages of three major 
hurricanes including Frances, Ivan, and Jeanne.  Frances had a significant impact on the study 
area (Elko and Wang, 2007).  This year signifies the final stage of the emergent swash bar cycle 
where the offshore island had become a part of Mullet Key.  
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Figure 44: Aerial photo of Mullet Key and Bunces Pass in 2005. 
 
Figure 45, below,  shows that a beach nourishment project was conducted in 2006 at the 
southern part of Mullet Key by Pinellas County and the USACE.  This nourishment project 
placed 268,000 cubic meters of sand on the Gulf side of the beach north of Egmont Channel.  
This nourishment explains the wide beach on the south side of Mullet Key as seen on the 2008 
aerial photo.  
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Figure 45: Aerial photo of Mullet Key and Bunces Pass in 2008. 
 
Figure 46 shows a 2010 aerial photo of Mullet Key indicating that the northern distal 
portion of the inlet has shifted further north and is growing in the northwest direction.  There 
were also large sand waves developing on the southern portion of the ebb shoal.  The northern tip 
of Bunces Pass is being reworked and the island is growing along the southern channel margin 
linear bar.  Continued erosion of the welded bar was occurring as evidenced by the shoreline 
retreat at the beach adjacent to the northern end of the parking lot.  The beach south of the 
erosional area remained accretionary.  The beach directly south of the catseye pond is eroding 
with some of the sand deposited in the pond as a small flood shoal.  
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Figure 46: Aerial photo of Mullet Key and Bunces Pass in 2010. 
 
The 2012 aerial photo shows the distal portion of Bunces Pass ebb shoal continue to 
migrate northwest and the offshore swash bars moving landward (Figure 47).  The accretion at 
the tip of Mullet Key had stopped while a small area of beach just south of the tip accreted.  The 
middle portion of the attached swash zone continued to suffer aggressive erosion.  The beach has 
receded to the densely vegetated area and has started to destroy trees and mangroves.  The 
beaches south of the catseye pond also experienced erosion during this time.  The Fort Desoto 
Fishing Pier area, located at the southern end of the Gulf facing part of Mullet Key has 
experienced severe beach erosion and as a result, an old armament battery called Battery 
Bigelow was in the swash zone.  
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Figure 47: Aerial photo of Mullet Key and Bunces Pass in 2012. 
 
The northwest-ward growth of the distal portion of Bunces Pass ebb shoal continued to 
occur in 2013 (Figure 48 below).  The ebb shoal has experienced considerable change with two 
distinct sand bodies forming on the north and south side of Bunces Pass.  The northern ebb shoal 
has a small emerging bar that is 13 m long and 30 m wide.  An emerging sand body over a 
shallow channel margin linear bar has been observed at other inlets, e.g., the Big Sarasota Pass.  
The southern portion of Bunces Pass ebb shoal appears to have swash bars that were migrating 
landward and are coalescing to form a large swash bar roughly 1000 m offshore and running 
parallel of Mullet Key.  While the swash bars were forming, the tip of Mullet Key begins to grow 
again since the offshore bar served as a submerged breakwater to reduce the wave energy near 
the shoreline.  The northern end of Mullet Key experienced significant erosion as evidenced by 
large overwash lobes particularly on the beach just north of the parking lot.  The catseye pond 
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was filled in by overwash deposits in its northern portion while the orientation of the breach at 
the pond curved and shifted north.  The southern half of the island also experienced erosion 
along the Gulf facing beaches but with varying degrees of intensity with most of the erosion 
happening just south of the breach at the catseye pond and around the fishing pier area at the 
very south end.  These rather significant changes observed over the 2013 aerial photo as 
described above were caused by Tropical Storm Debby that impacted the study area in July 
2012. 
 
Figure 48: Aerial photo of Mullet Key and Bunces Pass in 2013. 
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In 2014, the distal portion of the ebb shoal continued its northwest migration (Figure 49).  
The swash platform on the southern ebb shoal is migrating landward and expanding.  The sand 
bar became partially emerged and another swash bar is shoaling in its vicinity.  The small sand 
bar on the north Bunces Pass ebb shoal channel margin linear bar migrated landward 
considerably.  The northern tip of Mullet Key is accreting on the Gulf facing side while the 
beach directly to the south was eroding.  The breach at the catseye pond remained open.  The 
beach directly south of the catseye pond was still eroding while the beaches further south 
remained stable. 
 
Figure 49: Aerial photo of Mullet Key and Bunces Pass in 2014. 
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The 2015 aerial photo shows that the two separate swash bars on the southern Bunces 
Pass ebb shoal have combined into one crescent-shaped emerged swash bar (Figure 50).  Some 
portions of the island were above the spring high tide line.  The small emergent island on the 
northern Bunces Pass channel margin linear bar had disappeared.  The northern tip of Mullet Key 
continued to gain sand seaward while the North Beach area remained erosive.  The breach at the 
catseye pond moved to a different location.  A much wider breach was created further south 
through part of the narrow beach.  The breach was roughly 150 m wide and very shallow in most 
places with the deepest part adjacent to the heavily eroding beach to the south.  The beach near 
the fishing pier at the south end remained erosive.  
 
Figure 50: Aerial photo of Mullet Key and Bunces Pass in 2015. 
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Bunces Pass and Mullet Key experienced considerable changes from 2015 to 2016.  An 
active winter led to the passages of several strong cold fronts which dramatically changed the 
study area.  The crescent shaped swash bar that was offshore Mullet Key has grown in a year 
from 53200 m2 in 2015 to 95300 m2 in 2016, or almost doubled in size (Figure 51).  A small 
dune field has developed on the island indicating that this portion has become well above the 
spring high tide line. Bunces Pass ebb shoal continued its regime of expanding and migrating but 
this time more to the north than the northwest.  Mullet Key was in an erosive trend during the 
past year as shown by multiple areas of overwash including one large area next to the northern 
tip of the parking lot where a tidal creek was completely filled in.  The erosion continues along 
the entire beach and has even filled in the very northern tip of the catseye pond as well as flatten 
and spread the spit that grew across the pond.  Further south, the armament battery that was in 
the intertidal zone is now completely inundated and is only connected to the beach by a tombolo. 
Nearly every stretch of beach on Mullet Key experienced some erosion in 2016.  
 
Figure 51: Aerial photo of Mullet Key and Bunces Pass in 2016. 
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In 2017, Hurricane Irma struck the Florida coast as a category 2 hurricane and had a 
significant impact on both Atlantic and Gulf coasts of Florida when the storm took a path up the 
peninsula.  The West Central Florida coast was located along the left side of the storm, creating a 
negative storm surge but with damaging wind and waves that affected the study area.  Before the 
storm hit, an early 2017 aerial image shows the emerging swash bar becoming wider and a large 
hump of sand was growing on the channel facing side of the island (Figure 52).  After Hurricane 
Irma, the emergent swash bar was cut into two pieces at the bent of the crescent shaped island.  
The two ends of the island had migrated landward.  The southern end of the bar was about 370 m 
away from shore in 2016 but was roughly 65 m away from shore in 2017 after Hurricane Irma.  
Some erosion occurred at the northern tip of Mullet Key which is the first time the tip hasn’t 
grown since the emergent swash bar was formed.  Overwash and erosion has occurred along 
North Beach behind the island most prominently at the beach around the tip of the parking lot.  
Overall, the highly erosive portion of North Beach seemed to fair well against the storm while 
the spit across the catseye pond seemed to migrate landward and the breach at the catseye pond 
filled in somewhat.  The beach south of the catseye pond remained highly erosive and did get 
inundated and overwashed.  The portion of beaches around the southern end of Mullet Key that 
were normally stable or accretionary showed some signs of erosion evidenced by significant loss 
of beach at the battery near the fishing pier.     
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Figure 52: Aerial photo of Mullet Key and Bunces Pass in 2017. 
 
The most recent 2018 aerial image of Bunces Pass shows emergent swash bar has grown 
and the breach through the middle of the island has filled in (Figure 53).  The southern leg of the 
island has gotten closer to Mullet Key and is about 35 m away from the closest point of the two 
islands.  The swash bar has migrated landward while the beach at Mullet Key has accreted 
seaward further constraining the channel between the two islands.  Meanwhile, the channel 
facing side of the emergent swash bar has grown a hump of sand similar to the hump of sand that 
was seen in the vicinity before.  The northern tip of Mullet Key has experienced more erosion 
while surprisingly the beaches just south of the area where the emergent bar and Mullet Key are 
closest is accreting.  The spit across the catseye pond is migrating to the south further affecting 
the breach at the catseye pond while the beaches to the south of the breach continue eroding.   
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The south beach around the pier north of the armament remained stable while the beach between 
the armament and the fishing pier have eroded with the most severe erosion happening at the 
beach directly next to the fishing pier.  
 
Figure 53: Aerial photo of Mullet Key and Bunces Pass in 2018. 
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Shell Key and Pass-a-Grille 
Figure 54 shows the area where Shell Key is located did not have an island there in 1873.  
In fact, on some early nautical charts, the area was marked as an extremely shallow environment 
sometimes referred to as “The Reefs”.  One of the earliest navigation charts from 1873 show that 
Pass-a-Grille (PAG) inlet had two branches, the North PAG Channel and the South PAG 
Channel (Figure 54).  The large area between PAG Inlet and Bunces Pass where Shell Key is 
today was shallow open water (0.15 m at MLLW at some places) with several mangrove islands.  
The earliest aerial photo (Figure 55) from 1927 shows the developing community of Pass-a-
Grille to the north.  Below that, there was a small sand body in the middle of the inlet next to 
some undeveloped mangrove islands.  This image, along with other historic nautical charts, 
shows that emergent swash bars occurred regularly in this area.  The 1945 aerial photos show 
that swash bars were emerging at terminus of the South PAG Channel (Figure 56).  This upward 
shoaling of swash bars is also observed on the southern portion of the shoal at Bunces Pass, as 
discussed earlier, indicating that this shoaling was occurring at both inlets.  The 1940s aerial 
photos also show heavy human development of southern end of Long Key in what is known as 
the historical PAG, one of the earliest coastal communities in West Central Florida. 
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Figure 54: Historical Nautical chart of Shell Key and PAG Inlet in 1873. 
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Figure 55: Aerial photo of Shell Key and PAG Inlet in 1927. 
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Figure 56: Aerial photo of Shell Key and PAG Inlet in 1945. 
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In the 1950s and 1960s, considerable morphologic changes happened at the South PAG 
Channel and the adjacent mangrove islands (Figure 57).  The large swash bar island to the north 
of the South PAG Channel was eroded, but a large amount of sediment seems to be accumulating 
near the seaward end of the South PAG Channel.  The mangrove islands were also experiencing 
sand deposition along their coastline with shallow swash platforms forming along their Gulf 
facing sides (Figure 58).  Landward of the mangroves, an area known as Tierra Verde became 
densely developed around this time with large scale residential projects and causeways 
constructions, along with a jetty built on the north side of PAG Inlet in 1965. 
 
Figure 57: Aerial photo of Shell Key and PAG Inlet in 1951. 
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Figure 58: Aerial photo of Shell Key and PAG Inlet in 1957. 
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In the 1970s, Shell Key resembles its present-day configuration and starts to emerge 
between PAG and Bunces Pass.  The initial shoaling occurred just north of Bunces Pass and just 
to the south of the South PAG Channel exit. An aerial photo from 1973 (Figure 59) shows that 
the South PAG Channel had become more blocked at the seaward end due to the emergent 
sandbars at and south of the exit channel.  This may be indicative of a substantial decrease in 
flow through the South PAG Channel, as discussed in detail in the following sections.   
 
Figure 59: Aerial photo of Shell Key and PAG Inlet in 1973. 
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In 1975 and 1976, just two and three years after the initial development of Shell Key, 
rapid growth of the sand bar at the present location of Shell Key occurred (Figure 60).  Recurved 
spits developed at the ends of the emerging sand bar suggests that the developing island was 
affected by longshore spreading of the upward shoaling sand.  By 1976, the South PAG Channel 
was almost completely blocked by the emerged sand bar.  The island grew primarily in the north-
south directions, along with several emerging sand bodies to the north of the closing South PAG 
Channel.  Sand shoaling around the seaward side of the mangrove islands also occurred, 
suggesting a regional scale sedimentation event.  The cause of this sedimentation event is 
discussed in the Discussion Section.  
 
Figure 60: Aerial photo of Shell Key and PAG Inlet in 1975 (left) and 1976 (right). 
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By the 1980s, Shell Key starts to take the overall shape of the island that is seen today.  
In 1980, the South PAG Channel was largely closed (Figure 61).  Emerging swash bars were 
developing between the North PAG Channel and the closing South PAG Channel.  By 1984, the 
North PAG Channel had largely adopted today’s PAG inlet configuration, while the South PAG 
Channel was mostly closed with two shallow and ephemeral inlets allowing limited exchange of 
water between the back bay and the Gulf (Figure 62).  The water exchange also occurred at the 
north and south end of the back bay.  
 
Figure 61: Aerial photo of Shell Key and PAG Inlet in 1980. 
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Figure 62: Aerial photo of Shell Key and PAG Inlet in 1984. 
 
By 1991, vegetation had developed along most of the islands suggesting that the area had 
become relatively stable and was gaining elevation through upward shoaling and aeolian 
processes (Figure 63).  One of the two small inlets in the middle of the island was nearly closed 
due to the growth of the barrier spits while the other small inlet was at the South PAG Channel 
location.  This small inlet, along with the inlet to the north was practically closed by 1993 shown 
in Figure 64). 
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Figure 63: Aerial photo of Shell Key and PAG Inlet in 1991. 
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Figure 64: Aerial photo of Shell Key and PAG Inlet in 1993. 
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By the end of the decade in 1998, Shell Key had undergone significant morphological 
change (Figure 65).  The island’s southern end, particularly the side that faced Bunces Pass, had 
extended further landward and became wider.  The middle inlets were filled in by the welding of 
swash bars over the previous flood shoal.  The swash bars attaching at the mouth of the middle 
inlet had led to longshore spreading of the sand as evidenced by the prograding beach just north 
of the middle inlet.  The longshore spreading also resulted in significant accretion at the 
northwestern corner of the island forming of a large bulge.  At the southern end of the island, a 
small flood shoal was developing at the eastern tip of the island created by the draining of the 
backbay behind Shell Key and the flood tide of Bunces Pass.  
 
Figure 65: Aerial photo of Shell Key and PAG Inlet in 1998. 
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By 2002, Shell Key had largely adopted the size and shape of today’s island.  Continued 
Shell Key development and eastward growth of a sand spit has led to the closure of a small inlet 
at the northeast corner (Figure 66).  The sand supply for the spit growth came from the erosion of 
the north-middle portion of the island, as discussed above.  Continued erosion along that stretch 
of the island has resulted in a very narrow beach and the opening and closing of small inlets.  
Morphologic evolutions of Shell Key after 2002 are beyond the scope of this study since the 
island has now taken its present day shape.  
 
Figure 66: Aerial photo of Shell Key and PAG Inlet in 2002. 
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Historical Evolution of Ebb Shoals Depicted From Time-Series Bathymetry Surveys 
 
The earliest bathymetry map for this area is from 1873.  The resolution of the map is not 
very good apparently controlled by limited technology back then (Figure 67).  However, the map 
does provide reasonably accurate information on the location and depth of the inlet channels and 
surrounding shallow water, which are used here as a comparison to the modern day bathymetry 
map.  In addition, the 1872 map represents the area in its most natural setting before the 
anthropogenic alterations.  Worth noting at that time was the dominance of the South PAG 
Channel.  It appears that the South PAG Channel was deep and wide.  The North PAG Channel 
also captured part of the flow but seemed to be to a lesser extent as its southern counterpart.  
There seems to be a large extension of the channel margin linear bar and swash platform on the 
northern half of the PAG ebb shoal.  The PAG ebb shoal appears to protrude farther into the 
Gulf.  There is a large shallow area at the confluence of the South PAG Channel and Bunces 
Pass.  It is difficult to distinguish the boundary between the southern portion of the South PAG 
Ebb Shoal and the northern portion of Bunces Pass ebb shoal.  There was a very shallow open 
Gulf area where swash bars have developed but were permanent features in the area.   
As discussed earlier, the overall orientation of Bunces Pass has remained unchanged 
since the 1870s.  Long Key has kept its overall shape while the mangrove islands are seen in 
their natural setting without any human influence.  Shell Key during this time is completely 
absent and was the large shallow area in between Bunces Pass and PAG.  Mullet Key shows a 
similar overall shape as the present day island except for a small inlet that was cut through a 
large portion of the island for about 1,000 m along the length of the island.  
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Figure 67: Digitized bathymetry map from the 1873 historical nautical chart. 
 
In the 1928 historical bathymetry chart (Figure 68), PAG and Bunces Pass are shown 
with no significant human development impacting the inlets or adjacent area with the exception 
of the development of the historical city of Pass-a-Grille (PAG).  No significant dredging or jetty 
construction has been noted and the mangrove islands behind the inlets remain pristine.  The 
PAG inlet is still shown to have two distinct channels at this time namely the North PAG 
Channel and the South PAG Channel.  During this time, the South PAG Channel still appears to 
be the more dominant channel with a depth of seven meters or more.  The North PAG Channel, 
although smaller than the South PAG Channel, still had a deep channel suggesting that it was 
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active and carried some portion of the flow.  The orientation of the North PAG Channel appears 
to have shifted from a southwest position to a due south orientation possibly due to some 
influences by swash bar formation.  A large ebb shoal complex was formed by the three inlets.  
Also during this time, the channel margin linear bars to the north of PAG have become more 
diminished as compared to the 1873 bathymetry.  Bunces Pass still maintains a large ebb shoal 
and the channel orientation has not changed since 1873.  The small inlet at Mullet Key changed 
its orientation from opening almost north to an east-west orientation with depths of about two 
meters.  Both Bunces Pass and PAG ebb shoals seem to extend to the same distance offshore 
compared to the 1873 bathymetry.  
 
Figure 68: Digitized bathymetry map from the 1928 historical nautical chart. 
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As shown by the 1966 bathymetry map, human developments began to occur in the back 
bay area of PAG (Figure 69).  The mangrove islands behind PAG called Pine Key and Cabbage 
Key have been turned into residential areas and waterways between the mangrove islands have 
been dredged.  Also constructed was the terminal jetty at the southern end of Long Key in 1960 
and extended in 1962.  Mullet Key was turned into Fort De Soto County Park in 1963 and the 
breach that once cut across the island may been filled in naturally or anthropogenicaly to create 
Anderson Blvd which runs along the length of the island.  The northern ebb shoal next to PAGs 
North Channel has become much larger than that in 1928.  The North PAG Channel appears to 
have captured most of the flow from the South PAG Channel due in part to the dredging of North 
PAG Channel to deepen the exit channel and connect the channel to the Intracoastal Waterway in 
1966 (Loeb, 1994).  The South PAG Channel has been infilled by roughly 1 m and shoaling has 
occurred at the entrance to the channel.  The overlapping ebb shoal area between Bunces Pass 
and PAG has gotten substantially shallower.  Swash bars have formed on top of this extensively 
shallow area including one large swash bar in between PAG’s North PAG and South PAG 
Channel as well as a large U-shaped swash bar that has formed in between the South PAG 
Channel and Bunces Pass.  The Bunces Pass ebb shoal has become larger and grown in the 
southwest direction while the southern swash platform at Bunces Pass appears to be shallower 
than in 1928.  The Bunces Pass main channel shows no signs of any change during this time.  
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Figure 69: Digitized bathymetry map created from the 1966 historical nautical chart. 
 
 By 1996, the dominant North PAG Channel appears to be capturing more flow than the 
South PAG Channel since the 1966 dredging of the North PAG Channel, because the South PAG 
Channel is infilling along its channel and shoaling in a large portion of the channel entrance 
(Figure 70).  The area between North PAG and South PAG channels has experienced some 
reworking and the island that located in between the channels has become elongated.   
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Figure 70: Digitized bathymetry map created from the 1996 historical nautical chart. 
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The area of overlapping ebb shoals has undergone significant shoaling and Shell Key has been 
developed at the mouth of PAG South PAG Channel.  Bunces Pass maintains its original shape 
and orientation while the swash bar island that formed starting in the 1970s is shown on the 1996 
map.  Other than the islands being formed in the overlapping area of the ebb shoals and the 
swash-bar formation at Mullet Key, no significant bathymetry change can be identified between 
the 1966 and 1996 maps.  
The 2016 bathymetry map represents a detailed survey that was compiled by this study 
(Figure 71).  The nearshore and back bay areas were surveyed by this study while the offshore 
bathymetry (>5 m) were obtained from the Coastal Relief Model.  This map shows considerable 
change as compared to the 1996 bathymetry.  The most recognizable change is Shell Key 
between Bunces Pass and PAG Inlet.  PAG Inlet is now completely dominated by the North 
PAG Channel which has become deeper and wider.  The channel has also curved slightly to the 
southwest. The old South PAG Channel, has now become completely cut off from the Gulf and 
PAG Inlet by the formation of Shell Key.  PAGs ebb shoal is much better defined and sediment 
bypass can be identified based on the attachment of the southern ebb shoal at the middle of Shell 
Key.  The red area on Bunces Pass ebb shoal represents the emerging swash bar formed since 
2013.  Bunces Pass is now constrained by the large ebb shoal to the south and Shell Key to the 
north.  There are numerous submerged swash bars on the southern tip of the Bunces Pass ebb 
shoal. 
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Figure 71: Bathymetry map created by 2016 field data. 
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Figure 72: Side by side comparison of the 1928, 1996, and 2016 bathymetry maps. 
 
Table 1, below,  shows the sums of the combined ebb shoal volumes of PAG and Bunces 
Pass including the volume of sand in between the shoals, as obtained from the bathymetry maps 
from different times.  Similar ebb-shoal volumes, of roughly 20,000,000 m3 of sand, were 
calculated based on the 1873 and 1928 bathymetry maps.  The 1966 and 1996 bathymetry maps 
yielded an overall ebb shoal volume of 20,000,000 m3 of sand, which are over 5,000,000 m3 
greater than that from the 1873 and 1928 maps.  The reason for this large difference is not 
exactly clear, net onshore sand transport from the greater Tampa Bay ebb shoal and survey 
accuracy and resolution between the earlier and later nautical charts.  The large decrease in 
volume in 2016, however, is caused by the formation-emergence-attachment of the swash bar 
complex at Bunces Pass and development of Shell Key.  These emergent features took sand out 
of the ebb shoal.  The subaerial sand was not included in the ebb-shoal volume calculations. 
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Table 1:  Sediment volumes of the entire ebb shoal complex over the past 140 years, calculated 
based on historical charts. 
Year Ebb shoal volume (m3) Ebb shoal volume (yd3) 
1873 20,248,000 26,484,000 
1928 19,057,000 24,927,000 
1966 25,775,000 33,713,000 
1996 26,191,000 34,258,000 
2016 17,204,000 22,503,000 
 
The volumes of various ebb-shoal morphologic features were calculated based on the 
2016 bathymetry (Table 2).  Northern PAG ebb shoal is larger than southern PAG ebb shoal with 
a difference of 1,990,000 m3 of sand.  The opposite occurs at Bunces Pass where the southern 
ebb shoal is significantly larger than the northern ebb shoal with a difference of roughly 
6,800,000 m3.  The total area of Bunces Pass and PAG ebb shoals is roughly the same, at 
4,454.500 m2 and 4,292,000 m2, respectively.  The volumes of these two inlet ebb shoals are 
quite different, with PAG at 5,537,280 m3 and Bunces Pass at 8,922,263 m3.  This substantial 
difference between the ebb-shoal volumes is due to the shallowness of Bunces Pass ebb shoal 
allowing it to contain more sand within the same area size.  The area in between the two inlets 
also contains a high volume of sand with 1,828,000 m3.  These volumes show that there is a large 
amount of sediment being stored in this area.  This provides a fundamental factor as to why 
many islands (i.e. Shell Key and emerging swash bars) have developed in this area over the 
years. 
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Table 2: Surface area and sediment volume of PAG and Bunces Pass ebb shoals. 
Morphologic Feature Area Volume 
 
m2 m3 yd3 
Northern PAG Ebb Shoal 2900000 3762170 4920918 
Southern PAG Ebb Shoal 1392000 1775110 2321844 
PAG Ebb Shoal Total 4292000 5537280 7242762 
    
Northern Bunces Pass Ebb Shoal 523800 1050450 1373989 
Southern Bunces Pass Ebb Shoal 3930700 7871813 10296331 
Bunces Pass Ebb Shoal Total 4454500 8922263 11670320 
    
North PAG Channel Margin Linear Bar 111800 306427.4 400807 
Northern PAG Swash Platform 64600 139381 182310.3 
Southern PAG Swash Platform 430200 484290 633451.3 
PAG Ebb Shoal Distal Portion 129500 352825 461495.1 
    
Northern Bunces Channel Margin Linear Bar 89900 254026 332266 
Northern Bunces Swash Plat 173900 450103 588734.7 
Southern Bunces Swash Plat 1504800 3100260 4055140 
Distal Portion Ebb Bunces 586700 1501790 1964341 
Emerging Shoal (Outback Island) 1054600 2689223 3517503 
    
In-between deltas 1828000 2744430 3589714 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 
DISCUSSION 
 
  As this study area is located in the lower left corner of the morphodynamic classification 
(Figure 13) with low wave energy and micro-tidal regime, the morphology of Shell Key and 
Mullet Key is maintained by a delicate balance between wave and tidal forcing.  This section 
discusses the cause-response mechanism of the Bunces Pass ebb shoal configuration and the 
formation-emergence-attachment of swash bars and the mechanism that caused the formation of 
Shell Key island.   
 
Relationship Between Ebb Shoal Configuration-Orientation and Development-Emergence-
Attachment of Swash Bar Complex at Bunces Pass 
Bunces Pass, as discussed previously, goes through an approximately 30-year cycle of 
swash bar emergence and attachment to Mullet Key.  The emergent bars first formed on the 
southern part of Bunces Pass ebb shoal. Sandoval (2015) developed a conceptual model for the  
swash-bar formation and attachment to Mullet Key (see: Figure 14).  This study further 
investigates the interaction between the emerging swash-bar complex and the entire Bunces Pass 
and PAG ebb shoals with the goal of understanding the cause and response of these cycles 
(Figure 73).   
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Figure 73: Comparison of the Bunces Pass ebb shoal locations from 1984 to 2018. Note the 
curving of the ebb shoal around 2012 from the west to a northwest orientation. 
 
Since PAG and Bunces Pass are part of a multi-inlet system and are in close proximity 
with one another, the two should be examined as inter-connected features in one system.  The 
two inlets are associated with large scale morphology changes on the ebb shoals, as described 
above.  In order to examine the morphology changes within the context of the entire ebb shoals, 
the outlines of the two ebb shoals were traced based on aerial photos from 1984 to 2018 (see: 
Figure 73).  It is acknowledged here that tracing the outline of an ebb shoal from aerial photos 
may carry a considerable amount of uncertainty.  The goal here is to investigate the overall shape 
and orientation of the ebb shoals.  The inherent uncertainties should not lead to fundamentally 
erroneous estimate of the overall shape and orientation. 
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During this 34-year period from 1984 to 2018, the outline and orientation of PAG ebb 
shoal did not show much change.  In other words, the PAG ebb shoal has been maintaining 
asimilar size and orientation over the recent 34 years (Figure 74).  This is in sharp contrast with 
the ebb shoal at Bunces Pass, where a significant orientation shift to the north-northwest was 
observed, as discussed in detail in the following.  
When comparing the 2002 and 2008 aerial photos along with the outline of Bunces Pass’ 
ebb shoal, a northward bending of the entire ebb shoal is apparent (Figure 75).  As described 
earlier, the last phase of the most recent swash-bar cycle, including the complete attachment and 
post-attachment adjustment, started in the late 1990s and early 2000s.  The Bunces Pass ebb 
shoal appears to be oriented to the west and extends roughly 2 km in that direction in 2002.  The 
southern ebb shoal is attached at the northern tip of Mullet Key. A large swash platform is also 
evident on the southern half of Bunces Pass ebb shoal.   
 
Figure 74: Comparison of the two inlet ebb shoal locations from 1984-2018.  Note how PAG is 
relatively stable while Bunces Pass is in flux. 
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Figure 75: Changes in ebb shoal location comparing the 2002 (left) and 2008 (right) aerials. 
 
In 2008, the ebb shoal appears to have started its trend of bending toward the northwest 
(see: Figure 75). The distal portion of the ebb shoal shifted northward as compared to the 2002 
location while the swash platform appears to be much larger than previously observed and had 
grown seaward by about 300 m in the southwest portion of the ebb shoal.  
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The north-northwest turning of the Bunces Pass ebb shoal continued in 2010 (Figure 76). 
Compared to the 2008 outline (see: Figure 75), the 2010 aerial photo and outline show a 
considerable change has occurred. The 2010 outline shows a large shift of the distal portion of 
the ebb shoal to the northwest of about 180 m.  Meanwhile, the southwestern marginal portions 
of the southern ebb shoal retreated landward by about 80 m.  When comparing the aerial photos 
of 2008 and 2010, the southern swash platform became shallower with more prominent swash 
bar formation to the south in 2010. 
 
Figure 76: Changes in ebb shoal location comparing the 2010 (left) and 2014 (right) aerials. 
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The trend of northward bending of the entire ebb shoal continued in 2014 (see:Figure 76).  
Compared to the 2010 outline, the 2014 outline shows a 200 m northward shift in distal ebb 
shoal location.  There was also a substantial decline of the southwestern ebb shoal margin of 
about 350 m from 2014 to 2010. This most distinctive change is the initial formation and partial 
emergence of the swash bar on the ebb shoal, coupled with the continued northward turn of the 
entire ebb shoal (see: Figure 76). 
The bending of the ebb shoal continued in the north direction in 2016 when compared to 
the 2014 aerial photo and ebb shoal outline (Figure 77).  The ebb shoal migrated 130 m to the 
north-northwest in this two year.  There appears to be a fork in the channel at the distal portion of 
the ebb shoal in 2016.  This corresponds to two separate bulges at the end of the ebb shoal, with 
one lobe appearing to migrate north and a smaller lobe growing in the west central ebb shoal and 
migrated beyond the 2014 outline. There appears to be a landward migration of the southern 
portion of the ebb shoal.  This landward migration may be related to landward migration of the 
emergent swash-bar complex, which has grown much larger than that on the 2014 aerial photo.  
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Figure 77: Changes in ebb shoal location comparing the 2016 (left) and 2018 (right) aerials. 
 
The 2018 aerial photo and ebb-shoal outline illustrate the same pattern as seen before 
(see: Figure 77). Compared to the 2016 ebb shoal outline, the 2018 outline extended in the north 
direction about 60 m which is the smallest change that was observed during this ebb shoal 
bending cycle.  However, the western most part of the ebb shoal grew about 200 m seaward form 
the 2016 location.  This could be a sign that the channel now attempts to revert to its earlier due 
west orientation, as the swash-bar complex is almost attached to the shoreline. 
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It is reasonable to believe that similar northward bending of the ebb shoal also occurred 
during the previous swash-bar cycle from 1970 to 2002.  It is hard to distinguish which factor 
influences the other in this complicated system.  A hypothesis could be that this bending of the 
shoal could be the start of the swash bar cycles that happen in the study area.  Since Bunces Pass 
and its ebb shoal are located on the greater Tampa Bay ebb shoal, it may have a trend of net 
onshore sand transport leading to upward shoaling.  This results in the development of swash-bar 
complexes on the large southern flank of the ebb shoal.  This shoaling can also aid in 
exacerbating the bending of the shoal by diverting it more to the north.  While the sand is being 
pushed onto the swash platform by wave activity, the southwestern margin of the ebb shoal 
appears to be retreating.  Finally, once large scale landward migration of the swash bar island 
occurs, the channel reverts back to its original due west position As the swash bar eventually 
attaches to Mullet Key, the Bunces Pass exit channel moves back to the more shore-
perpendicular east-west orientation, starting the next island building cycle assuming that the sand 
supply from the greater Tampa Bay ebb shoal is still available.  The exact factor of what initiates 
this cycle, whether it’s the island, or the channel bending, will need to be further examined.  
 
Initiation and Development of Shell Key 
  As discussed before, Shell Key is a brand new island that has only existed for roughly 40 
years.  Around the time when Shell Key was first shoaling and emerging, extensive engineering 
at Pass-a-Grille (PAG) inlet occurred.  The North PAG Channel was dredged through the ebb 
shoal and connected the main channel to the Intracoastal Waterway in the back bay in 1966.  It 
was after this event that large scale upward shoaling in and around the Southern Channel began 
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that would eventually become present day Shell Key.  When comparing the North PAG and 
South PAG Channels before this engineering took place, the South PAG Channel seems to be the 
more dominant of the two as it appeared to be wider and deeper.  Here, it is hypothesized that the 
dredging of the North PAG Channel caused the closure of the South PAG Channel and the 
development of Shell Key Island. 
To examine the above hypothesis, a CMS model was constructed using the bathymetry 
data from the 1873 nautical chart to investigate the flow pattern through the channel in a pre-
dredging scenario. The 1873 bathymetry map was used in order to analyze the natural flow 
pattern of PAG without any anthropogenic interference. Then, the 1966 dredged channel was 
imposed on the 1873 bathymetry to examine the influence of the dredging on the flow field. 
The simulated peak ebb flow field over the 1873 bathymetry is shown in Figure 78.  The 
water flowing out of the inlet forks into two branches, with stronger flows through the South 
PAG Channel.  This is consistent with the deeper and wider South PAG Channel as observed on 
the historical charts.  The flow field exiting the South PAG Channel is expansive and affects a 
larger area than the North PAG Channel.  The flow velocity is also faster in the South PAG 
Channel, which confirms that the South PAG Channel is more dominant than the North PAG 
Channel, as discussed earlier based on morphology observations. 
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Figure 78: CMS flow model using the 1873 bathymetry. This example represents the peak ebb 
flow through PAG Inlet. This model represents the natural state of the inlet without any 
anthropogenic influence. 
 
  The flow model was modified by simulating the 1966 dredged channel over 1873 
bathymetry.  The 1966 dredged channel extended the North PAG Channel across the ebb shoal.  
The simulated flow field at a peak ebbing tide is illustrated in (Figure 79).  This channel 
dredging significantly modified the flow conditions at the inlet.  Figure 80 illustrates the 
difference in flow field between the dredged channel case and the case without dredging.  A 
significant flow velocity increase of up to 0.8 m/s was occurred within the dredged channel and 
in the adjacent area, while a substantial decrease in the flow speed of up to 0.4 m/s occurred in 
the southern channel and over an extensive area.  Thus, the channel dredging has made the North 
PAG Channel the dominant outlet for tidal flow to come in and out of PAG Inlet.  The South 
PAG Channel was left with a much weaker flow through and around it.  
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Figure 79: CMS model using the 1873 bathymetry, with 1966 channel dredging imposed at the 
North PAG Channel. This model represents the peak ebb flow through PAG Inlet. 
 
Figure 80: CMS flow model that shows the difference between the 1873 baseline flow and the 
1873 dredged channel flow. The flow velocity increases by 0.8 m/s over the length of the cut 
through the North PAG Channel while the South PAG Channel experiences a decrease in flow of       
-0.4 m/s over a large area.  
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 It is reasonable to deduce that as the tidal flow through the South PAG Channel 
decreased, the wave shoaling and breaking became a more active factor for cross shore sediment 
transport leading to the development of Shell Key (Figure 81).  The abundant sediment supply in 
between Bunces Pass and PAG provided the necessary sediment and contributed to the initiation 
and development of Shell Key barrier island.  
 
Figure 81: Comparison between the flow model and its effect on the study area compared to the 
location of Shell Key. 
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In Summary, enhancing the North PAG Channel should be considered as one of the 
driving forces behind the closure of South PAG Channel, and consequently the development of 
Shell Key barrier island, as demonstrated by the flow modeling.  Furthermore, the 
morphodynamics of Shell Key and Mullet Key also needs to be considered at a regional scale to 
include the impact from Tampa Bay.  Since the 1930’s, Tampa Bay has undergone substantial 
coastal modifications, including the dredging of the Tampa Bay main channel and construction 
of three causeways.  At a smaller scale, dredging of finger channels and construction of artificial 
islands occurred extensively in the back bay.  However, the influences of engineering activities 
at the greater Tampa Bay at the studied barrier islands are beyond the scope of this study.   
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CHAPTER SIX: 
CONCLUSION 
 
 The barrier islands of Mullet Key and Shell key are dynamic islands that are experiencing 
large scale upward shoaling events that have shaped what the islands are at present.  This study 
documented the origin and development of these islands by using numerical modeling, historical 
aerial photo comparison, and historical bathymetry changes. 
 Based on aerial photos from 1984 to 2018, the overall shape and orientation of ebb shoals 
at both Bunces Pass and PAG were analyzed in order to examine the effect that the 30 year 
swash bar cycle at Bunces Pass has on a connected inlet system.  The ebb shoal orientations were 
compared to see how swash bar initiation would affect the two ebb shoals most notably Bunces 
Pass ebb shoal.  A bending of the entire Bunces Pass ebb shoal was identified over the 2002-
2018 time span corresponding to the development of a large sand feature located on the ebb 
shoal. 
 Shell Key island had originally started forming in the late 1960s and early 1970s.  During 
this time a dredging event occurred in the North PAG Channel while the more dominant South 
PAG Channel remained untouched.  This dredging changed the entire flow system at PAG.  
Using numerical modeling, the dredge cut was superimposed on an 1873 bathymetry map to 
show the effect the dredging had on the natural flow regime of PAG.  The dredging that took 
place increased the flow velocity by 0.8 m/s over the length of the newly constructed channel.  
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The flow through North PAG Channel deprived South PAG Channel of the water that previously 
utilized the South PAG Channel during the incoming and outgoing tidal flow.  This caused a 
deficit of -0.4 m/s over a large area leading to the demise of the South PAG Channel. Without 
the water to flow through the South PAG Channel, the natural scouring that occurred here 
stopped and the channel began being filled in at the mouth and cut off from the main PAG 
channel to the north.  This dramatic change in flow also led to the creation of Shell Key as wave 
activity became the dominate mode of sediment transport in the area.  The sand that was located 
in between the Bunces Pass and PAG inlet was transported cross shore and thus Shell Key was 
created by continuous upward shoaling in between the two inlets.  
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